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Abstract

My proposed thesis work, *Green Glass*, is a single movement composition for orchestra lasting 10’30. The piece consists of three main sections and explores spectral harmonies in combination with my own pitch material.
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GREEN GLASS
For orchestra

Carolann DeYoung
2013
Instrumentation

2 Flutes
1 Piccolo
1 Oboe
3 Clarinets in B♭
1 Bassoon
4 Horns in F
2 Trumpets in B♭
2 Trombones
1 Bass Trombone
1 Tuba

3 Percussion

Percussion I:
Timpani 29” 26” 23”
suspended cymbal to played inverted on timpani

Percussion II:
Bass Drum
Glockenspiel (shared with percussion III)
Crotales, and bow

Percussion III:
Chimes
Glockenspiel (shared with percussion II)

Strings
10 8 6 8 4 minimum

Duration 10'30

Performance notes

Accidentals function in the traditional manner, however cautionary accidentals are frequently indicated. Score is in C. Piccolo, and double bass are written in their usual octave transpositions. Crotales and glockenspiel sound two octaves above written.

Notation of microtones

Quarter tone sharp
Three quarter tone sharp
Quarter tone flat
Three quarter tone flat
*half of the players bow with excessive pressure, as indicated by the symbol
* half of the players, as before
* half of the players, as before
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